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WHAT'S
YOUR
DREAM
JOB?

"My dream job is
to be a musician
for any sort of
band. I've always
like music, so it
would be pretty
ideal."
- Adam Tyson '17

"My dream job
is to be a
cosmetologist.
It's what I'm
most likely
going to go to
school for."
- Gabbi Naab '17

"My dream job is
to own a restaurant.
Something like
Pepperjacks
because my
grandparents own
it."
- Ricky Alfaro '17

Juniors
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CHILDHOOD CRUSH
Would you rather be invisible or be
able to read minds?

Would you rather find true love or
have 10 million dollars?

Kristin Huey '17

Scott Stokes '17

Megan Bailey '17

"My childhood crush
would be Chris Ogg. I
use to bully him in the
third grade but it was
really because I
thought he was cute."

"Kindergarten through
second grade Sydney
Thramer was my crush.
We would ride the bus
together, and we had
class together. I always
thought she was cute."

"My childhood crush
would have to be Zach
Schaefer. I started
liking him in the 6th
grade but he did not
start liking my until the
7th grade."

BUCKET LIST FOR

SENIOR YEAR
Hunter O'Toole '17

Would you rather have an extra toe
or have a missing finger?

"Something on my bucket list is to spit the
biggest roast against Reece Blay ['17],
because he always tries to roast me, and
one day I just want to roast him so bad that
he won't even try to do it again."

Cassidy Kirk '17
I absolutely hate feet, so I
would rather have a missing
finger. I don't want any more
toes than what I need
because they are disgusting.
- Travis Watts '17

Would you rather kiss a horse or
lick a cow?
"I would rather kiss a horse
because cows are dirty and
gross. Horses are kept as
pets, so a good majority of
them are well groomed, and
a lot cleaner than cows."
- Ethan Matijya '17

"One thing on my bucket list that I would
really like to do before I graduate is go to
California. If I don't do it before my high
school years end, I probably will never get
the chance to do it."

Zach Thomas '17
"I'd love to go to Germany. They have an
interesting culture that would be really cool to
learn about. I would like to see the Berlin Wall,
and other locations that would be cool to see."

Madi Bright '17
"I have always wanted to run a marathon
but I would want to do that before I
graduate. Most people would not want to
but I think it would be cool to just say I
finished one."
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"True love for sure. Ten
million dollars would be nice
but at some point in time you
won't have that much money,
but true love you will have it
for the rest of your life."
- Abby Uhl '17
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"If I had to choose I would pick
to be able to read minds. I
would not only be able to tell
what they think of me, but
everything else that they are
thinking."
- Hayleigh Waddell '17

